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geological survey - usgs - staten island scientific association, proceedings, january to november, 1886.
tenth census: report on mining industries of the united states. united states geological survey, publications.
records of the house of relief, new york hospital - the records of the house of relief, new york hospital
dates of records: 1875-1919 129.5 linear inches (10 boxes) ... of scientific american (december 22, 1894) were
donated by neal flomenbaum, m.d. ... volume iv, 1883-1886 5 new york hospital, board of governors, house of
relief visiting committee: minutes, volume v, 1886-1888 full page photo - kansas historical society - the
patent was issued december 14, 1886.7 two weeks later the scientific american published a lengthy
description of the new in- vention.8 at the time, patent attorneys advertised extensively in the carl glennis
roberts, 1886-1950 - carl glennis roberts, m.d., 1886-1950 carlg. roberts died on sunday, january 15, ... in
1941. dr. roberts was born at roberts settlement, hamilton county, indiana on december 15, 1886. he finished
high school in fairmount, indiana in 1905 and the next year, began his studies in medi-cine at the ... of the
american college of surgeons and the ... caulerpa - sammons sci - 100 scientific american december 1994
caulerpa this tropical alga is the worldÕs largest single-celled ... mer visits to naples between 1886 and 1909.
then, in the 1920s, rudolph dos - ... scientific american december 1994 101 william p. jacobs has written a
2018 media kit - americanscientist - american scientist is published by sigma xi, the scientific research
honor society. sigma xi was founded in 1886 as an honor society for research scientists and engineers. its
goals are to enhance the health of the research enterprise, integrity in science and engineering, promote the
public’s understanding of science and honor scientific the launching of the gramophone in america
1890-1896 - the launching of the gramophone in america 1890-18961 by raymond r. wile sometime in 1886
or 1887 emile berliner realized that it might be possible to enter ... while scientific american was persuaded to
devote space to another article. an address list of references - western washington university - scientific
american . may, 85-92.. drake, s. (1976). “galileo and the first mechanical computing device.” scientific
american . april, 104-113. erlichson, h. (1998). “galileo’s work on swiftest descent from a circle and how he
almost proved the circle itself was the minimum path.” american mathematical monthly . april, 338-347 ...
etching the human voice: the berliner invention of the ... - etching the human voice: the berliner
invention of the gramophone1 raymond r. wile ... their development with demonstrations and articles in
scientific american and harper's weekly. ... 1886, but joseph lyons did not see it until march or april of 1887.7
alexander wetmore - national academy of sciences - alexander wetmore june 18, 1886-december 7,1978
by s. dillon ripley and james a. steed a lexander wetmore—destined to become the most distinguished
american ornithologist of the nineteen thirties and forties, to serve as the sixth secretary of the smithsonian, to
be a member of the academy from 1946 to journal of aircraft and spacecraft technology - thescipub american chronicle). on august 12, 1883, the astronomer josé bonilla ... venezuela, was printed in the
december 18, 1886 issue of scientific american reporting a meteorological occurrence described as a bright
light accompanied by a humming noise that caused occupants of a hut to become ill. scientific news scienceiencemag - scientific notesandnews propessor edward bartow, head of the depart- ... of the american
physical society and the acoustical society of america, meeting under section b (phys- ... coming assistant in
organic chemistry in 1886. he has been professor of bacteriology since 1902 and di-rector of the hygienic
laboratory since 1909. scientific and - scienceiencemag - scientific notesandnews at the annual dinner of
the geological society of america to be held in austin, texas, on december 27, the penrose medal will be
presented to dr. n. h. darton, consulting geologist, who from 1886 until his retirement in 1936 was geologist of
the u. s. geo-logical survey. dr. t. harpergoodspeed, professor of botany and to another page, outlined the
same - with the following - kilmer was an american poet, journalist, and literary editor who was born on
december 6, 1886 in the house at #17. the house still stands and is a historical landmark you can visit! ...
became head of its scientific department. he is credited with developing the notes and news journals.uchicago - the american naturalist will hereafter be published by j. b. lippin- cott & co., of
philadelphia. professor john m. coulter was elected president of the indiana academy of science for 1887. in
the gazette for december, 1886, page 330, in " explanation of plate xi," carex gracillima should read carex
debilis.
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